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1. Introduction
Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology successfully integrates radio transmitter and receiver, small size memory space and control circuitry to remotely store and retrieve data via wireless RF transceiver. As low-cost RFID tag can be massively manufactured by semiconductor industry, new applications associated with RFID technology have emerged rapidly such as inventory tracking, book storage and management, and airport baggage handling. Generally an RFID system is composed of many RFID tags (or tagged objects), at least one RFID reader, and one backend application system with database. An RFID tag gains its operation energy from query signals that are radio waves transmitted by RFID reader. Once a tag responds the query with its stored information to RFID reader, usually a unique identity number or string, the RFID system can recognize the tag carrier and perform required business logic operation.

As RFID technique is widely used in supply chain management, the corresponding RFID application systems are expected to process and manage large amount of tagged objects at a predefined period of time regularly. Therefore, for large-scaled RFID applications, tag reading throughput is very critical since it will affect the total data processing time. To measure tag reading throughput of a RFID system, two performance criteria are usually adopted: tag reading delay and reader energy consumption [5]. As RFID reader and tag always communicate over a shared wireless channel, it is very easy to have signal collisions during a normal tag identification process when multiple tags exist in reader’s interrogation area. Signal collision results in query or data retransmission and eventually increases communication overhead and time delay of tag identification. Hence, an efficient tag collision arbitration mechanism is very important and critical for RFID systems to achieve effective performance.

Existing RFID tag identification schemes can be classified into aloha-based solutions [3, 10, 12-13, 16, 21, 23-24] and tree-based solutions [1, 2, 4, 6-9, 14-15, 17-20, 22]. In aloha-based schemes, a reader estimates the number of tags in its interrogation area and broadcasts the total number of timeslots to each tag. Then each RFID tag randomly selects its own timeslot to transmit its ID without knowing which timeslots have been selected by other tags. By distributing tag responses to distinct timeslots instead of getting all tag responses at the same time, aloha-based schemes effectively reduce the probability of signal collision. However, aloha-based schemes have tag starvation problem in which certain tags may not
be identified for a long period of time and consequently the predefined processing time for a RFID application system to recognize all existing tags may not be achieved. Tree-based schemes are based on tag-set splitting mechanism. When querying RFID tags, the RFID reader continuously splits signal-collided tags into two subsets until each tag set contains only one tag. This technique guarantees that every tag can be identified in a certain period of query time. As tree-based schemes are based on current tag responses to determine how tag subset should be formed and queried, higher energy consumption and increase of query time due to vast splitting and querying operations are emerged.

In this study, we introduce a cut-through mechanism (CM) to avoid serious signal collision cases in advance and improve tag identification efficiency for RFID system in consequence. From the viewpoint of tree structure, all tag IDs can be represented as leaf nodes of the abstract tree. When the number of tags to be queried is large, intermediate branch nodes of the abstract tree, that represent partial tag IDs sent in tag responses and locate only several levels above the leaf level, will have a significant probability to be visited during a tag identification process. By adopting CM, a tag identification scheme can bypass these colliding intermediate nodes during a tag recognition process. In addition, CM is a generic mechanism and it can be embedded with any given tree-based RFID tag identification protocol.

2. Cut-through Mechanism (CM)

Fig. 1 shows the scenario in a traditional binary-tree based tag identification protocol, once all current tags are spread in the lowest layer, i.e. leaf node, the upper several layers of the abstract tree structure will be full of collided nodes. The higher identification efficiency can be expected if we can ignore the visiting on these collided intermediate nodes. In other words, if we start the binary-tree based tag identification protocol from each node at the 4th layer instead of the root node, we will reduce all collided nodes (i.e. collided cycles) located at the first 3 layers. This leads to another interesting question: which is the best layer to start performing the tag identification procedure? For our analysis and simulation results, the solution depends on the number of tags, i.e. \( q \), and the position of these tags, i.e. which leaf nodes they are located. Moreover, the impact weight of the number of tags is more important than the other one. Hence, the number of tags will be the main factor while considering how much layers (or collided intermediate nodes) we should cut off to pursue better system efficiency in a tag identification session. The goal of CM is to avoid more collided nodes in the abstract tree structure before performing a tree-based tag identification protocol. This will make the whole tag identification process smoother and accordingly complete the tag recognition in a shorter time. More specifically, if we can recognize more readable nodes without visiting their collided ancestor nodes, the system throughput during the tag identification procedure will be better. This indicates that we can save all collision resolution operations which are supposed to perform on each of such collided ancestor nodes. On the other hand, in a tree based tag recognition protocol, the identification efficiency will be decreased if the reader has to visit some idle nodes without any useful feedback. As a result, it is critical to find the target layer \( h \) which possesses the best trade-off between the number of collided nodes and the number of idle nodes in such layer. If we cut off more collided (and useless) nodes, the better identification efficiency is obtained. However, the idle nodes should be carefully handled as the elimination of them may result in poor performance. This is because each idle node is produced by at least one descendant idle node in the abstract tree structure.
corresponding to the target tag identification scheme. In the following, we present our simulation results to show how many layers should be eliminated before invoking a tree-based tag identification protocol to pursue better efficiency.

Fig. 1. A scenario in traditional binary-tree based tag identification protocol.

Fig. 2. Collided nodes in the $h^{th}$ layer of $T'$ with different number of tags. Note that the length of ID is 96 bits.

From Fig. 2 and 3, we find that the $h^{th}$ layer, where the number of nodes ($2^h$) is closest to $0.5q$, is the best candidate layer to start the target tag identification scheme. In such layer, the
ratio of the number of collided nodes to the number of total nodes, i.e. $2^h$, is the highest, and at the same time the number of idle nodes is not so large (within an acceptable level). If we invoke the target tree based tag identification protocol on each node of the $h^{th}$ layer instead of root node, all collided intermediate nodes in the ancestry layers of the $h^{th}$ layer can be ignored to visit. More precisely, performance improvement can be gained by ignoring the visiting on the collided nodes located from the 1$^{st}$ to the ($h$-1)$^{th}$ layers. Meanwhile, the reader only wastes a little time to visit few idle nodes at the target layer $h$. This interesting finding is utilized to construct the detailed procedure of CM in the next subsection.

Fig. 3. Idle nodes in the $h^{th}$ layer of $T'$ with different number of tags. Note that the length of ID is 96 bits.

**Cut-Through Mechanism (the operation at reader side)**

/* Cut off useless collided nodes of target tree $T'$*/

1. Input the number of current tags $q$
2. Search the left-most readable node $LN$ and the right-most readable node $RN$ of $T$
3. Construct a new tree $T'$ with the trajectory of finding $LN$ and $RN$
4. Search the $h^{th}$ layer of $T'$ in which the value of $2^h$ is the closest one compared to $0.5q$
5. For each node in the $h^{th}$ layer of $T'$
   - Invoke “targeted tree-based tag identification protocol such as QT, BS and $k$-TAS”

Fig. 4. CM algorithm at RFID reader side.
As mentioned before, this study focuses on solving the tag signal collisions in the circumstances of the RFID applications in section II. In such applications, it is reasonable to assume that the number of tags is known. Under this assumption, we present the detail of CM in Fig. 4. The reader first probes the left-most readable node and right-most readable node in sequence. With the retrieval trajectory of these two nodes, a new tree structure $T'$, which is contained in the target tree $T$, can be constructed. An example of $T'$ is referred to the partial tree structure surrounded by the black arrow lines (and black dotted arrow lines) in Fig. 1. Next, as the number of current tags, i.e. $q$, is known in CM, the reader searches the $h$th layer of $T'$ in which $0.5q$ is closest to $2^h$. Finally, for each nodes on the $h$th layer of $T'$, the reader recursively invoke the target tag identification schemes such as Query Tree (QT) [1, 4, 8, 15, 22], Binary Search (BS) [7, 11], ETIP [25] and k-TAS [26].

Fig. 5. The communication overhead of BS protocol embedded with CM. Note that the length of ID is 96 bits.

Fig 5 and 6 present the identification delay and communication overhead of BS embedded with CM in terms of the total interrogation cycles and the amount of transmitted bits. Note that BS-CM ($0.25q$) denotes the BS protocol is invoked at each node in the $h$th layer of target tag identification tree in which $2^h$ is closest to $0.25q$. For the aspect of the identification delay (Fig. 5), BS-CM ($0.5q$) shows the best performance as the total interrogation cycles for identifying all tags is reduced between 15.5% ($q=250$) and 17.7% ($q=4000$). As the number of tags rises, the improvement is more significant. This results from that the rise of the number of tags will increase the number of collided cycles, and accordingly complicate the tag identification procedure itself. Since the focus of CM is to cut off unnecessary collided nodes, the reader embedded with CM can obtain better performance by avoiding more collided cycles (i.e. collided intermediate nodes in the abstract identification tree structure). In Fig. 6, BS-CM ($0.5q$) and BS-CM ($q$) both show performance improvement by eliminating
4.8%-6.2% and 6%-10% of total transmitted bits, respectively. Similarly, CM is more efficient on the communication overhead when the number of tags becomes larger (i.e. the number of collided nodes rises). Based on these two results, we can conclude that CM is significantly effective in reducing the collided cycles during a tag identification process. As CM is simple and independent of existing protocol properties, any tree-based arbitration protocol can easily embed CM for better performance. This embeddedness characteristic of CM is valuable.

In the following, we evaluate the performance of k-TAS scheme embedded with CM (0.5q) in terms of identification delay and communication overhead, where q is the number of current tags. From the simulation results in Fig. 7 and 8, we summarize four interesting findings. First of all, the efficiency improvement of embedding CM into a tree-based tag identification protocols such as k-TAS and BS is significant. In Fig. 7, CM can improve system performance for k-TAS (i=2) scheme between 8% and 9.9% and for BS scheme between 15.3% and 18.3% in terms of reduction on total interrogation cycles. Secondly, we discover that the improvement ratio of CM depends on the structure of target tag identification tree, i.e. how many degrees each node has. With the increase of node degree, the improvement ratio is decreased. That is, CM can enhance more efficiency when the node degree in the target identification tree is smaller. From Fig. 7, CM reduces identification delay for k-TAS (i=2) protocol between 8% and 9.9% and for k-TAS (i=3) between 2% and 4%, respectively. Since in BS each node possesses only two degrees, efficiency improvement is the most significant, i.e. between 15.3% and 18.3%. This phenomenon is because that CM always cuts a fixed number, i.e. 0.25q, of collided intermediate nodes (or cycles) in each identification session. Since these 0.25q collided nodes will actually appear in the abstract tree structure corresponded to BS, the performance improvement of BS-CM is better. As the nature of k-TAS is to efficiently reduce many collided nodes by utilizing a synchronized data sequence,
only some parts of these 0.25\(q\) collided nodes emerge in \(k\)-TAS. Therefore, efficiency improvement is comparatively smaller. In brief, if more collided nodes are contained in the several top layers of abstract tree structure when performing a tree based tag identification scheme, adopting CM into such tree-based tag identification protocol can still gain some extra performance.

![Fig. 7. The identification delay of \(k\)-TAS embedded with CM in which the length of ID is 96 bits.](image)

![Fig. 8. The communication overhead of \(k\)-TAS embedded with CM in which the length of ID is 96 bits.](image)

Thirdly, Fig. 7 shows that the performance of BS (0.5\(q\)) is similar to the results in \(k\)-TAS (\(i=2\)), \(k\)-TAS-CM (\(i=2 & 0.5q\)) and \(k\)-TAS (\(i=3\)). These results show performance obstacle in \(k\)-TAS scheme when many collided nodes appear at the top several layers of the corresponding abstract tree structure. If we intend to improve the performance of \(k\)-TAS, we should modify
the tag identification procedure corresponding to the top several layers instead of the middle layers or the bottom layers. We mark this open question as our future research direction. Fourthly, for the aspect of communication overhead, Fig. 8 demonstrates that overhead reduction is not significant when embedding CM into k-TAS. Protocol performance between pure k-TAS and k-TAS with CM is almost the same. This is because the reader in k-TAS with CM has to visit some idle nodes on the $h^{th}$ layer, where $2^{h}$ is the closest value to 0.5$q$ and $q$ is the number of tags. In such idle nodes, some basic inquiry commands (bit strings) are required to be broadcast to all tags. This will increase the amount of transmitted bits. We infer that the total transmitted bits collected from all idle nodes at the $h^{th}$ layer is almost equal to bits collected from all collided nodes from the 0th layer to the $(h-1)^{th}$ layer. However, in general performance improvement is significant in terms of the transmitted bits for existing binary tree-based tag identification protocols (such as BS and QT) to embed with CM.

3. Conclusion

Efficient collision resolution is critical for an RFID tag identification protocol. In this study, we present a cut-through mechanism to enhance the performance of current existing anti-collision protocols in which a significant portion of signal-collided query cycles can be removed from tag identification protocols such as QT, BS and k-TAS. In the future, we would like to investigate how to effectively remove signal-collided nodes in the top node levels of the abstract tree structure to pursue better protocol efficiency; especially in the category of k-ary tree based anti-collision schemes.
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